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Submission: I feel compelled to once again make a submission. The previous proposal saw our land listed in the
flood zone even though it was never listed as flood until this map came out, as a consequence I as well as many
others asked that the flood zone be taken back to the original 1:100 flood zone, which then took our land out of this
zone and into the Aerotropolis core. Instead, there is a big shaded oval on the map, which includes our land,
apparently the this oval signifies parkland investigation, so potentially our land could be then zoned for parkland,
again devaluing it. When we purchased our land, the government at the time insisted that there would never be an
airport at Badgerys Creek. We cannot find another eqivalenent property within the same distance of hospitals and
the Sydney CBD, we had intended to stay here for the rest of our lives, my husband has medical issues and as do I so
distance from health care is an issue. The government already ownes several hundred acres of OTC land which
adjoins both the Thompsons Creek and South Creek precincts and the Grange was gifted to Liverpool Council for
recreation including horse riding, it would make sense to use these two parcels of land should further parkland be
required rather than devaluing privately owned land within the Aerotropolis core. If we are to be forced out of our
forever home by progress we should reap the benefits of selling for development rather than have our land taken
from us or zoned in such a way that it is not able to be developed and therefor devalued.
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